Installation and Operational Instructions
To Install
Fix the alarm and the tracks in the required positions, to give good access to the products to be
protected. Fit an interconnecting lead, from the right hand black socket on the alarm, to the first
track. From the opposite end of the first track connect to the next track. Continue connecting the
tracks end to end. On the final track fit the terminator into the end socket.
To Set Up
Connect the mains adaptor to the left hand black socket on the alarm. Plug in the adaptor to the
mains, the unit will power-up automatically and will be active. The bottom left LED will be red to
show that the mains are connected and the window will show a rotating bar. The system is now
operational.
The alarm has two codes, one is for normal use to mute any alarm condition and is called the user
code. The other code allows either code to be changed, and the use of merchandising and shut
down modes. This is called the Manager’s code. Both codes are four digits long and when input must
be followed by #.
User Code
The User has two options:
1. Input the User code followed by #. This will enter mute mode, show the number of alarms
and mute the alarm.
2. Press #. This will reset the tracks. (Only available during mute mode).

In operation following an activation, the alarm affected will show a flashing “A” in the window. Mute
the alarm using the code followed by #. The display will now show a flashing number. This tells you
the number of alarm conditions on the system. Locate the cause of the alarms which are indicated
by the Track LEDs, correct the problem (you have 2 minutes to do this) return to the alarm and press
#, this will reset the tracks and return the alarm to the normal rotating bar display. If you do not
return to the alarm within 2 minutes the alarm will sound again to remind you, and you will need to
mute it again.
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Managers Options
The manager has four choices after entering his code followed by # and then *,

these are:

Option 1 Change Manager’s code
Enter code followed by # and then*
Press 1, a number 1 will light up in the window to indicate that you are in option 1.
Input the new code followed by #, the display will revert to a rotating bar. You have
now changed the manager’s code.
Option 2 Change User code
Enter code followed by # and then*
Press 2, a number 2 will light up in the window to indicate that you are in option 2.
Input the new code followed by #, the display will revert to a rotating bar. You have
now changed the user code.
Option 3 Merchandising Mode
Enter code followed by # and then*
Press 3, a number 3 will light up in the window to indicate that you are in option 3. The
alarm will now beep every 3 seconds. In this mode the alarm is muted and the tracks
are sent a reset signal on every beep. This allows accessories to be removed or added
to the tracks without the alarm sounding, and the integrity of the accessories to be
confirmed by the track LED going out. This mode also allows the tracks to be
disconnected and rearranged. If the tracks are disconnected when in this mode, the
alarm will sound. It will however, mute and reset when they are reconnected. To exit
this mode press #.
Option 4 Shut down
Press 4, the mains light on the LED will change from red to green. If the power is now
removed the unit will not work. It will power up automatically as soon as the power is
restored. This mode is used just before the store is closed at night. If the store’s main
power switch is turned off before leaving at close of business, the alarm unit will not
alarm during the night but will come back on automatically as soon as the power is
restored in the morning.
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